**3-Dimensional Patterns**

Choose one of our designs or use your own.

- **Mosaic Tile** (010)
- **Moonscape** (011)
- **Prism** (018)
- **Geometric** (019)
- **Diamond** (181)
- **Sonic “Pulse”**
  Length (003) Width (004)
- **Prairie Grasses**
  Length (005) Width (006)
- **Basket Weave**
  Length (009) Width (008)
- **River**
  Length (020) Width (021)
- **Shoreline Ripple**
  Length (171) Width (207)
- **Coastal Tide**
  One-direction (208)

Please note which direction your pattern will run, if applicable, the length or width of the panel.

**Finish Options**

- Unfinished
- Sanded & Primed
- 100% Seamless RTF (rigid thermofoil laminate) - see reverse side
  - Solids, metallics, wood grains, abstract patterns, gloss levels, textures

**Details & Specs**

- **Materials:** MDF, FR MDF, MR MDF, NAUF MDF
- **Sizes:** Standard 4’W x 8’L Sheets or Call for Custom Sizes
- **Pricing:** Call for Pricing
Thermofoil Laminate Finishes (RTF)

**Summit Collection** (textured finish/reclaimed-wood look)

- Bearwood (BWD)
- Porch Swing (PRS)
- Shiplap (SHP)
- Silver Birch (SVB)
- Sterling (STG)

*Get the reclaimed-wood look! Choose one of the 5 textured, wood-grain, thermofoil surfaces from our Summit Collection to achieve a high-end, real wood look.*

**Inspired Collection**

- Aged Porcelain (AGP)
- Brown Sugar (BWS)
- Cinnamon Stick (CNS)
- Colonial (COL)
- Denmark (DNK)
- Folkstone Grey (FGY)
- Icicle (ICE)
- Java (JAV)
- Nutmeg (NMG)
- Sable (SAB)
- Sequoia (SEQ)
- Slate Hearth (SLH)
- Tawny (TWY)
- Warm Honey (WMH)

**Classic Collection**

- Auburn (AUB)
- Cider (CDR)
- Cocoa Pecan (CCP)
- Ganache (GAN)
- Norway (NWY)
- Orange Wood (ORW)
- Stratis Walnut (WNT)

The above are standard thermofoil colors that we have in stock. Please contact us if you desire a different 3D laminate finish than what is shown here. We have access to wide variety of thermofoil colors and textures from our reliable partners.

Visit our website or request a swatch kit for additional color matching quality.

**How to Order**

Choose your pattern, choose your finish, determine your desired size and give us a call.

*Call 800.969.9708 & ask for one of our Wall Panel Specialists.*

Price and availability are subject to change.